NEW Revolutionary Sponges Are Here
Changing the Positioning Sponge Paradigm
Occasionally, an innovation comes along that changes the way things are done. In
our field, the invention of non-lead protective apparel comes to mind. For those
that needed a lighter or an environmental-friendly alternative, non-lead options
become the new way of doing things. Now, Techno-Aide is pleased to announce
that another such innovation is here. Their new line of Stealth Cote and Stealth
Core positioning sponges are going to change the way that technologists think
about these positioning aids!

Welcome to the Revolution!
Creating an artifact-free positioning sponge wasn’t an easy undertaking. A lot went into re-imagining a product that has become such
a staple of the imaging process. The obvious starting point would be the materials that comprise a sponge. And while this innovative
non-vinyl material went a long way in helping us achieve our goal, they wanted even more. They needed to consider other factors.
That’s when they began evaluating the shape of the radiology positioning sponges and the effect that shape had on the presence of
line artifacts on an image. This is where the breakthrough happened. By altering the shape of the sponge, they found the unique
combination of dimensions that resulted in Stealth Core and Stealth Cote sponges. They not only eliminated ghosting and line
artifacts, they actually equalled (if not surpassed) the stability provided by the old-fashioned sponges!
But wait...there’s more!
The materials that they chose for these sponges are anti-microbial, non-allergenic and - drum roll - easy to clean! How many times
have you had a problem cleaning a non-vinyl sponge to the point where you wondered whether or not is was even worth it? It’s yet
another reason these positioning aids are so special - they leave NO artifacts behind and have a special coating that makes cleaning
and disinfecting effortless and trouble-free. It’s the best of both worlds, and then some.
The unique combination of shape, size and materials that went into this Stealth line of hyper-edge sponges is truly an innovation in
our field. Once you try them, we’re sure that you will agree. Just imagine...a day where you no longer have to worry about repeat
testing due to outdated positioning sponges. Well, that day is today! Get in on the ground floor of this revolutionary product and be
the most popular technologist in your facility. Not only will they love you, but your life will be so much easier. And that’s our goal!
Call us today to order these Revolutionary Sponges! Available in a host of sizes and shapes to meet your positioning needs.

